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SAP Concur Improves Processes and Enhances
Visibility for Dermalogica
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Quick Facts
Company Name

Location

Dermalogica
www.dermalogica.co.uk

Leatherhead, Surrey, UK

Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

Concur® Expense
Concur® Invoice
Concur® Travel
Concur® Audit
Concur® Drive

Industry
Skincare

Why SAP Concur & Dermalogica?
Dermalogica had time-consuming manual,
paper-based expense, invoice and travel
processes that were causing frustration for
people across the business. Working with
SAP® Concur® and travel management company
Business Travel Direct, an SAP Concur Certified
Preferred Supplier, Dermalogica has cut invoice
processing costs by half, improved staff
satisfaction, enhanced duty of care and gained
visibility and transparency.

Company Size
400 UK employees

ABOUT DERMALOGICA
Dermalogica is the number one choice of skin care professionals. Its products have won over 300
awards and are available from over 100,000 Dermalogica skin therapists in over 80 countries.
Dermalogica’s headquarters are in the US and it has five other offices worldwide, including in the UK.
The company is part of Unilever.
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Manual Processes and
Non-Automated
Communication
Dermalogica had expense, invoice and travel
set-ups that will be familiar to many companies.
Expense and invoice processes were manual and
paper-based. Tom Miner, Accounting Manager
at Dermalogica, sums up the problems these
processes were causing.
“We had lots of non-automated communication
involving emails and passing paper round the
office to get things signed and approved.
Obviously that can lead to a lot of errors but
also a lot of unhappy staff members because
they are doing non-value-adding activities.”
The majority of Dermalogica’s 400 employees
in the UK travel regularly either domestically or
internationally and all their travel requirements
were handled by an in-house travel team of
three people. The booking process was
time-consuming and prone to error, plus it was
difficult to make changes to plans if required.
Duty of care was also an issue because there was
no out-of-hours assistance in case of emergency.

“We had lots of non-automated
communication involving emails
and passing paper round the office
to get things signed and approved.”
Tom Miner, Accounting Manager, Dermalogica
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Again, SAP Concur was the obvious answer.
“Employees were familiar with the SAP Concur
system, how it looked, how the interface worked
and also we had all the employees set up on there
so it would be easy to integrate the solution and
embed it within the business. The system would
give us control but also be really user-friendly.”

A SUITE OF AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS
COMBINED WITH THE HUMAN TOUCH

Dermalogica solved the problems it was
experiencing with its expense process first.
It implemented Concur Expense in 2013.
The solution proved so valuable that when the
company wanted to start using a purchase order
system for its invoices, Concur Invoice was the
obvious answer. The scope has grown and today
Dermalogica uses Concur Invoice for its
end-to-end AP system.
When Tom joined Dermalogica from parent
company Unilever in 2017, he could see how the
travel booking system could be made more
efficient. “At Unilever we had a travel
management company and a portal to book
travel. I could see Dermalogica could be more
efficient and save costs by going down this route.”

By using SAP Concur with a travel management
company, Tom knew Dermalogica could improve
its processes but also retain the personal touch
that staff appreciated. He approached SAP
Concur to ask for input. SAP Concur
recommended two travel management
companies that would be suitable for a business
the size of Dermalogica and its volume of travel
transactions.

“They listened to what we needed as a business. Our main
difficulty was domestic travel – we just wanted it
automated and sorted through the tool. Business Travel
Direct really understood that about the business.”
Tom Miner, Accounting Manager, Dermalogica
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After a tender process, Dermalogica went with
Business Travel Direct, an SAP Concur Certified
Preferred Supplier that offers tailor-made travel service
packages for organisations of all sizes. Tom felt
comfortable with Business Travel Direct from the start.
“They listened to what we needed as a business. Our
main difficulty was domestic travel – we wanted to be
able to book a train to Manchester really easily, for
example – and we just wanted it automated and sorted
through the tool. Business Travel Direct really
understood that about the business.”
The new way of working was implemented in around
seven weeks, which Tom says was quicker than he’d
expected. Working with Business Travel Direct,
Dermalogica created a solution that was perfectly
tailored to its requirements and travel policy. Apart from
the technical implementation, Tom also says there was
an extensive training programme involved. “We put
together a really varied training road map with
Business Travel Direct and I think that was key in landing
it successfully within the business, especially with the
changes we had to go through from a manual in-house
travel team to a travel solution.”
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Expense, Invoice and Travel Transformed
Having implemented Concur Expense, Concur Invoice,
Concur Drive, Concur Travel and Concur Audit,
Dermalogica is seeing the benefits automation brings.
Many of Dermalogica’s employees are on-the-road a lot and
work from home. Tom says the ability to use the Concur
mobile app to photograph their receipts and automatically
create an expense claim is a big benefit. Concur Drive is also
helping to make life easier and ensuring mileage is captured
properly.
Processing expenses and invoices is much easier for the
finance team. Tom says: “As well as helping the user, the
process is really simplified from the back-end point of view
and it means my team and I can focus more on activities
that will add value to the company, rather than just
processing and spending ages on the admin task side of
things.”

Employees gain
visibility and control

Up to £4 cost saving
per invoice to process

It’s an improvement that is having a direct impact on costs.
Tom gives an example: “I worked out before it probably cost
us £8 to process each invoice. Now, it’s more like £3 or £4.
It’s been a big advantage for us.”

85% online adoption of
travel booking system

Approx £40,000 saved
per year on travel costs
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Apart from the process improvements and cost savings, Tom says the increased visibility the
company and its employees have is widely appreciated. “Because it’s all in one system, it’s all very
clear to navigate and people feel like they have control and visibility of their own spend.
Therefore they feel more part of the purchasing and invoicing process and there is less responsibility
on us as a finance team.”
Tom says the employee travel experience has been transformed with Concur Travel and
Business Travel Direct. “From the minute employees start booking all the way through to when they
get back from their work travel journey, it’s all integrated and they can see it all in one place. It’s just a
seamless experience for them. “We have something like 85% online adoption of booking and travel
through this system, which is a real plus for us.”

“From the minute employees start booking all the way
through to when they get back from their work travel
journey, it’s all integrated and they can see it all in
one place.”
Tom Miner, Accounting Manager, Dermalogica

The relationship with Business Travel Direct is proving beneficial too. “We’ve had a great relationship
from the start and that’s continued to develop to become even more collaborative. We’re working
with them a lot around duty of care and we are hoping to partner with them in future to really take on
any new features they’re developing.”
Working with Business Travel Direct has already helped Dermalogica save around £40,000 per year
on travel costs, a figure Tom expects to increase over time. “We plan to work proactively with them
to find further discounts in our bookings, but also utilise their expertise to help people make better
choices in terms of when they’re travelling, what time they’re travelling and so on.”
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Improving Efficiency Worldwide
Tom says the relationship with SAP Concur and
Business Travel Direct is having far-reaching benefits
for Dermalogica globally.
“All the different markets were at different stages with
SAP Concur and the UK has led the way in making more
of what it has to offer. We’ve been able to tailor the system
and customise it so it’s suited to each country’s way of
working but there’s also harmony across all of them.
It gives us scale to drive costs down and make the process
more efficient on a global basis.”
Closer to home, Tom concludes: “People think finance is
very process-driven, very old school. But working with
SAP Concur and Business Travel Direct has enabled me
to be very innovative and making these business
processes seamless for everyone is something I’ve really
enjoyed. It feels great to be working with two businesses
that are very innovative and at the cutting edge of new
technologies.”

“It feels great to be working with
two businesses that are very
innovative and at the cutting
edge of new technologies.”
Tom Miner, Accounting Manager, Dermalogica
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ABOUT BUSINESS TRAVEL DIRECT

Business Travel Direct is an award winning Business Travel
Solutions Partner empowering individuals to connect with
and change the world through innovation - keeping the
traveller at the core of everything we do, with service
personalisation that matters to the individual, and safety
and security at the forefront to ensure organisations meet
their duty of care.

ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading provider of
integrated travel, expense, and invoice management
solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and
automate these everyday processes. With SAP Concur
solutions, a top-rated app guides employees through
every trip, charges are effortlessly populated into
expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated.
By integrating near-real-time data and using AI to audit
100% of transactions, businesses can see exactly what
they’re spending without worrying about blind spots in
the budget. SAP Concur solutions eliminate yesterday’s
tedious tasks, makes today’s work easier, and help
businesses run at their best every day.
Learn more at concur.co.uk or the SAP Concur blog.
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Follow SAP Concur

Learn more at concur.co.uk
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or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP
affiliate company.
The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
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proprietary software components of other software vendors. National
product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any
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in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and
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platforms, directions, and functionality are all subject to change and
may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for
any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a
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as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of
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and notices.
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